Timofeev, Igor and Mircea Steriade. Cellular mechanisms un-sal stimulation after lesions of appropriate thalamic nuclei derlying intrathalamic augmenting responses of reticular and ( Ferster and Lindströ m 1985; Morin and Steriade 1981 ) relay neurons. J. Neurophysiol. 79: 2716Neurophysiol. 79: -2729Neurophysiol. 79: , 1998. Aug-or extensive thalamectomy Steriade menting ( or incremental ) responses are progressively growing et al. 1993 ) , it generally was assumed that the cortex potentials elicited by 5-to 15-Hz stimulation within the thala-could sustain incremental potentials in the absence of the mus, cerebral cortex, or by setting into action reciprocal thala-thalamus. The role played by intrinsic properties and synmocortical neuronal loops. These responses are associated with aptic interconnections of layer V pyramidal neurons in the short-term plasticity processes in thalamic and cortical neurons.
aptic interconnections of layer V pyramidal neurons in the short-term plasticity processes in thalamic and cortical neurons.
initiation of augmenting responses was investigated in rat
In the present study, in vivo intracellular recordings of thalamic motor cortex ( Castro-Alamancos and Connors 1996a,b ) . reticular ( RE ) and thalamocortical ( TC ) , as well as dual intracellular recordings, were used to explore the mechanisms of two However, the thalamus can itself generate frequency-detypes of intrathalamic augmenting responses elicited by thalamic pendent augmenting potentials in decorticated animals stimuli at 10 Hz in decorticated cats. As recently described, after ( Steriade and Timofeev 1997 ) . In that study, two types decortication, TC cells display incremental burst responses to of augmentation were described in thalamocortical ( TC ) thalamic stimuli that occur through either progressive depolar-neurons from the ventral lateral ( VL ) nucleus. One type ization ( high threshold, HT ) or progressive hyperpolarization was based on progressively increased low-threshold leading to deinactivation of low-threshold ( LT ) spike bursts. spikes ( LTSs ) deinactivated by the hyperpolarization proHere, low-intensity stimuli ( 10 Hz ) to dorsal thalamic nuclei duced by preceding stimuli in the pulse train at 10 Hz, elicited decremental responses in GABAergic RE cells, conwhereas the other type of incremental responses was assosisting of a progressive diminution in the number of action pociated with decreased inhibitory postsynaptic potentials tentials in successive spike bursts, whereas higher stimulation ( ú50% of maximal strength ) induced augmentation character-( IPSPs ) during the rhythmic repetition of thalamic stimized by an increased number of spikes in repetitive responses. uli, occurred at relatively depolarized levels ( more posiThese opposing discharge patterns occurred in the absence of tive than 055 to 050 mV ) , and thus was termed highchanges in the membrane potential of RE cells. In TC cells, threshold ( HT ) augmenting. We proposed that the intraaugmentation depended on the thalamic site where testing vol-thalamic augmenting responses may be considered a form leys were applied. With stimuli applied closer to the site of of short-term plasticity as repeated sequences of stimuli impalement, augmenting resulted from a transformation from Ç10 Hz produced a persistent and prolonged decrease in LT spike bursts into HT responses. Augmenting responses were IPSPs' amplitudes as well as a persistent increase in the followed by self-sustained oscillatory activity, within the fredepolarizing responses of TC cells during HT augmenting quency of spindles ( 7 -14 Hz ) or clock-like delta oscillation ( Steriade and Timofeev 1997 ) .
( 1 -4 Hz ) . As LT augmentation in TC cells results from their progressive hyperpolarization, we tested the effects exerted by
The present study was undertaken to reveal the mechathe activating depolarizing system arising in the mesopontine nisms of augmenting responses in different dorsal thalamic cholinergic nuclei and found that such conditioning pulse-trains nuclei and, in particular, to explore the possible role played prevented the hyperpolarizing-rebound sequences as well as the by GABAergic thalamic reticular (RE) neurons in the hyper-LT augmenting in TC cells. We propose that the depolarization-polarization-and depolarization-dependent incremental redependent ( HT ) augmenting responses in TC cells result from sponses of TC neurons. We hypothesized that differential decremental responses in RE neurons that are due to intra-RE response patterns of RE neurons may determine the two inhibitory processes leading to disinhibition in target TC neutypes of augmenting responses in TC cells because augrons, whereas LT-type augmenting in TC cells is produced menting potentials initially were investigated to mimic sponmainly by incremental responses in GABAergic RE neurons.
taneously occurring spindle oscillations (Morison and Dempsey 1943) and RE neurons play a pacemaking role in I N T R O D U C T I O N this sleep rhythm (see . To this end, we performed intracellular, single-unit extracellular, and field Augmenting ( or incremental ) responses initially have potential recordings from RE, VL, lateral posterior (LP), been described as progressively growing potentials elic-and intralaminar central lateral (CL) nuclei, sometimes usited in the cerebral cortex by thalamic stimuli within the ing dual simultaneous impalements of TC cells or RE and TC frequency range of sleep spindles, 5 -15 Hz ( Morison and cells, in ipsilaterally decorticated cats. We report differential Dempsey 1942 Dempsey , 1943 to intra-RE inhibitory processes with the consequence of with a warm agar solution ( 4% in 1% saline ) . A high-impedance disinhibition in target TC cells. Some of these results have amplifier with active bridge circuitry was used to record from been presented in abstract form (Steriade and Timofeev and inject current into neurons. Single units also were recorded 1996).
extracellularly. Thalamic field potentials were recorded through bipolar ( coaxial ) electrodes, also used for stimulation ( Fig. 1 B ) . The signals were recorded on an eight-channel tape with a band- Stimuli (0.05-0.2 ms, 0.01-0.3 mA) were delivered by means Adult cats (n Å 33) were anesthetized with ketamine and xylaof coaxial electrodes inserted in the VL, anterior and posterior CL zine (10-15 mg/kg and 2-3 mg/kg im). Seven of those 33 cats (CLa and CLp) and LP nuclei (Fig. 1B ) and the pedunculopontine also were used for a previous paper by Steriade and Timofeev tegmental (PPT) nucleus. The VL and CL nuclei were stimulated 1997). Tissues to be excised and pressure points were infiltrated because these are the major nuclei that are interconnected with the with lidocaine (2%). When the electroencephalogram (EEG) rostrolateral district of RE nuclear complex ) showed low-frequency, high-amplitude oscillations as in resting where intracellular and extracellular recordings were performed. sleep, the animals were paralyzed with gallamine thiethiodide and Besides, the LP also was stimulated, and intracellular recordings artificially ventilated by maintaining the end-tidal CO 2 concentrawere made from that nucleus, to determine the types of augmenting tion at 3.5-3.8%. The EEG was monitored continuously and addiresponses as a function of the closeness of the stimulation site tional doses of anesthetics were administered at the slightest ten-(VL-as compared with LP-evoked responses in VL and LP cells; dency toward an activated pattern. The heartbeat was monitored see Fig. 9 ). and body temperature was maintained at 37-39Њ. The cortex was removed by suction on the right side (Fig. 1A) . Recordings began 30-60 min after decortication. At the end of experiments, animals R E S U L T S were given a lethal dose of pentobarbital sodium and perfused analyses displayed stable activities for ¢20 min and up to
The hemidecortication was total (see Fig. 1A ) with the exception of ventrally located (prepiriform and periamygda-120 min, with a resting membrane potential (V m ) more negative than 055 mV and overshooting action potentials. In loid) areas that do not project to RE and dorsal thalamic nuclei investigated here (Witter et al. 1989 ). addition, extracellular single-unit and field potential recordings were made from 87 foci within the RE, VL, CL, and LP nuclei.
Augmenting responses in RE neurons Intracellularly recorded RE neurons were identified by 1) antidromic and monosynaptic responses to dorsal thalamic At high intensities used in this study (generally 0.3 to 0.4 mA), repetitive stimuli (5 shocks at 10 Hz) applied to VL stimuli (Fig. 1C) ; 2) depolarizing spindle oscillations that were concomitant to spindle-related IPSPs in TC cells (Fig. nucleus evoked augmenting responses in rostrolateral RE cells. Augmentation was characterized by an increased num-1D); and 3) prolonged spike bursts with accelerando-decelerando patterns (expanded insets in Figs. 2 and 3) that are ber of action potentials within the spike burst, from the response evoked by the first stimulus in the pulse train typical for RE neurons during the natural state of resting sleep ). The average (range, 4-10 spikes; mean { SE, 6.3 { 3.3) to the response evoked by the fifth stimulus (6-13 spikes; 8.7 { 4.4). This V m in RE neurons was 064.3 { 2.3 (SE) mV and the apparent input resistance (R in ) measured by short hyperpolarizing difference was significant (P õ 0.05) and is illustrated in
Figs. 2 and 3. However, progressive diminution of stimulacurrent pulses was 37.2 { 2.1 MV. The TC neurons were recognized from rhythmic IPSPs during spindle oscillations, tion intensities led to transformation of augmenting into decremental responses. This change invariably was seen in all short rebound spike bursts, with progressively diminished interspike intervals, and clock-like delta oscillation (see RE cells (n Å 16) that were tested with 5-10 different intensities, from maximal ones down to 10-20% of the highFigs. 6 and 7), resulting from the interplay between I t and I h at hyperpolarized levels ( responses to 1st and 2nd and 4th and 5th stimuli, respectively. Decremental responses were observed with stimuli at 15-30% of maximal intensity. Incremental responses occurred at high intensities (70-100%). At half intensity (50%) there was virtually no change in the number of spikes evoked by the 5 stimuli in the pulse train.
9-11 spikes evoked by the 5th stimulus); no change in the Self-sustained oscillations within the frequency range of sleep spindles followed the responses of RE neurons to either number of spikes at midintensity (50%); and progressive diminution in spike number evoked by successive stimuli in a single testing stimulus or a pulse train at 10 Hz. The duration of the self-sustained oscillation decreased, and the the pulse train, by decreasing the stimulation intensity from 30 to 15%. These opposing response patterns occurred in frequency increased, with increasing number of stimuli in the pulse trains. In a sample of 12 RE neurons, the selfthe absence of changes in V m , around 068 mV.
In a few number of RE neurons (n Å 7), the responses sustained oscillation lasted for 1.5-3.3 s (2.3 { 0.6 s) after one stimulus, but it lasted for 0.5-1.5 s (0.9 { 0.3) after of RE neurons to repetitive dorsal thalamic stimuli occurred in association with a selective increase in amplitude of a five stimuli at 10 Hz. This difference was significant (P õ 0.0001) and is illustrated in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5A , the selfsecondary depolarizing response. This was apparent even at low intensities that produced a decreased number of action sustained oscillatory activity of an RE cell lasted for Ç2 s, whereas it lasted for Ç1 s when it followed the augmenting potentials toward the end of pulse trains (Fig. 4) 4 . Two depolarizing components of rostral RE-cell's responses to rhythmic (10 Hz) VL stimuli. Left, top to bottom: pulse trains of 5 stimuli, from 20 to 50% of maximal intensity. Right: 6 superimposed responses (spikes truncated) to 1st, 2nd, and 5th stimuli in the pulse trains (with intensities shown at left, plus an additional intensity at 40%). Note that 1st stimulus in the train elicited a single depolarizing response, whereas from the 2nd stimulus to the end of the pulse train, the responses consisted of two depolarizing components (a and b) with latencies of 6-7 and 16 ms, respectively. Bottom traces in the superimpositions of responses to 2nd and 5th stimuli, without action potentials, belong to responses elicited by the pulse train at 20% intensity (see top trace on left). and triggered spike bursts with inactivation of action poresponse to a pulse train at 10 Hz. The other RE neuron tentials ( Fig. 6 ) . As LTS is largely inactivated at V m s more (Fig. 5B ) displayed a self-sustained spindle-like sequence positive than 055 mV ( Deschênes et al. 1984 ; Jahnsen and after the response to one stimulus, but the oscillatory was Llinás 1984 ) , the spike bursts evoked by the last stimuli strikingly diminished by progressively increasing the numin the pulse train, at relatively depolarized levels, are ber of stimuli within repetitive pulse trains. The reduction termed HT bursts. in poststimulus oscillatory activity by increasing the number At relatively high intensities (ú50% of maximum of stimuli in the testing pulse train also was reflected by strength), the evoked augmenting responses were followed a diminished frequency and/or reduced numbers of action by self-sustained, clock-like potentials within the frequency potentials within spike bursts.
range of 2-4 Hz (Fig. 6) , representing the delta sleep oscillation of TC cells (Steriade et al. 1991) 
that results from an Differential augmenting responses in TC cells as a interplay between two intrinsic currents (see earlier text). function of stimulation sites
To shed light on the participation of intrinsic versus synaptic With repetitive stimuli ( 10 Hz ) that were applied rela-actions implicated in the generation of intrathalamic augtively close to the recording site, within the same nucleus menting responses, we compared the effects of short (20 or to adjacent dorsal thalamic nuclei, the intrathalamic ms) intracellular current pulses at 10 Hz with those of thalaaugmentation generally developed from LT to HT incre-mic stimuli at the same frequency (n Å 7). Figure 7 shows mental responses in TC cells. This means that the second that hyperpolarizing current pulses deinactivated rebound ( 0.1-s delayed ) stimulus in the train fell during the late LTSs, crowned by full-blown spike bursts, that recurred after part of the biphasic hyperpolarizing IPSP elicited by the the first and fourth pulses, whereas stimulation of synaptic first stimulus and, thus, produced a rebound LTS crowned pathways elicited typical augmenting responses. Comparison by an action potential or a spike burst; and subsequent between the effects of different stimulation sites on responses of an LP neuron revealed typical LT-to-HT augmenstimuli found the neuron more depolarized than 055 mV J821-7 / 9k27$$ap53 04-15-98 12:33:16 neupas LP-Neurophys FIG . 5. Self-sustained spindle-like oscillation, which follows evoked responses in rostral RE neuron, is diminished by increasing the number of repetitive (10 Hz) thalamic VL stimuli. A and B: 2 different rostral RE cells. In both neurons, VL pulse trains elicited augmenting responses (compare, in the expanded inset, the response to 1st stimulus consisting of spike burst with 7 action potentials, with the spike burst to 5th stimulus with 13 spikes). However, in contrast with the progressively increased augmenting responses, the self-sustained oscillatory activity within the lower frequency range of spindles (5-8 Hz), that followed the VLevoked augmenting responses, progressively diminished in duration.
tation when stimulating close to the impaled cell within the LP LP neurons (n Å 8) confirmed the above findings, namely, that stimuli applied to the same nucleus or adjacent nuclei nucleus, purely LT responses when stimuli were applied to the adjacent CLp site, and barely visible augmenting with stimuli induced more marked augmentation than that elicited by stimulating distant sites. Thus, with recordings from LP neuapplied 3 mm apart, to the VL nucleus (Fig. 7) . Similar differences in the amplitude of augmenting responses were observed rons, the LT-to-HT augmentation was obtained by stimulating within the LP nucleus, whereas only LT augmenting was when impaling VL cells and stimulating closely located or more distant thalamic nuclei (Fig. 8) . Indeed, clear-cut augmenting, elicited from CLa or CLp stimuli, and no augmenting was elicited from VL nucleus; with simultaneous intracellular leading to rebound spike bursts, resulted by stimulating a rostral site in intralaminar nuclei (CLa), followed by augmenting with-recordings from VL neurons, the most marked augmentation was elicited by stimulating within the VL nucleus and much out spike bursts by stimulating intralaminar nuclei more posteriorly (CLp), and absence of augmentation, despite a hyperpolar-less obvious augmentation was elicited from more distant stimulation sites (Fig. 9 ). izing shift, by LP stimulation. The area of depolarization during augmenting responses was measured by mV 1 ms from the Augmenting responses were followed by self-sustained oscillatory activity, consisting of either clock-like LTSs resting V m , thus including all depolarizing events above the baseline (see Fig. 8 , bottom, dotted line). This area increased within the delta frequency range, i.e., 1-4 Hz (see earlier text, Figs. 6-7) or spindles at 7-14 Hz (Fig. 10) . Simultaby ú300-400% from the first to the fifth stimulus in the train when stimulating intranuclearly or the adjacent CLp site, neous intra-and extracellular recordings from different thalamic nuclei revealed propagation patterns of spontaneously whereas there was no visible increase or even a slight decrease in area of depolarization during repetitive responses elicited by occurring or stimulus-induced spindles that outlasted augmenting responses (n Å 9). Although the temporal patterns stimulating the more distant VL site (graph in Fig. 8 bursts, we attempted to modulate these incremental retion of recorded sites, they were consistent in the same anisponses by activating thalamic networks through asmal with multisite recordings from the same RE and/or cending brain stem volleys. It is known that stimulation dorsal thalamic sites. Figure 10 is an example of such propaof mesopontine cholinergic nuclei induces prolonged degation patterns of both spontaneously occurring and stimupolarization of TC cells recorded from different dorsal lus-induced spindles after augmenting responses. In this thalamic nuclei and transforms their bursting firing into case, VL stimulation evoked LT augmenting responses in tonic discharges, thus leading to activation of cortical an intracellularly recorded LP neuron, which gave rise to a electrical activity ( Curró Dossi et al. 1991; Hu et al. 1989 ; sequence of spindle oscillation in the same neuron, thereafter Deschênes 1984, 1988 ) . Therefore, it was followed by a spindle sequence in field potentials recorded expected that LT augmenting responses evolving with hyfrom CLp and, finally, in an extracellularly recorded RE perpolarization would be diminished as consequence of unit (Fig. 10A) . These complex temporal events, outlasting PPT stimulation. Dual intracellular recordings of TC cells evoked augmenting responses, were verified in spontanedemonstrated that this is indeed the case ( n Å 6 ) . Figure  ously occurring spindles showing the same succession in 11 shows the CLp-evoked augmenting responses in simulspindle propagation (Fig. 10B) (CLp, CLa and VL) . Top: effects of 5 hyperpolarizing pulses (20 ms, 1 nA) at the same frequency as thalamic stimuli (10 Hz), followed by pulse trains consisting of 5 stimuli at 10 Hz applied to LP, CLp, CLa, and VL nuclei. Responses are expanded (bottom, spikes in CLp sequence are truncated). Note alternate LT responses to hyperpolarizing pulses (1 response to every 2 current pulses) and augmenting responses to stimulation of thalamic sites (LP and CLp) located in the vicinity of the recorded LP neuron but lack of overt augmentation in response to more distant (VL) stimuli.
D I S C U S S I O N
responses in RE cells, i.e., a progressive decrease in the number of action potentials within spike bursts evoked by The main results are that on repetitive (10 Hz) stimulation successive stimuli (Fig. 3) . This is ascribed to intra-RE of the dorsal thalamus, RE neurons display two types of inhibitory processes within cat and ferret RE nucleus, responses, decremental and incremental, which depended on through both dendrodendritic contacts and recurrent axonal stimulation intensity; although the incremental responses of collaterals (Deschênes et al. 1985; Liu et al. 1995 ; Sanchez-TC cells are more pronounced when testing stimuli are ap-Vives and McCormick 1997; Yen et al. 1985) . g-aminobuplied within the nucleus where recordings are made, clear-tyric acid-A (GABA A )-and GABA B -mediated IPSPs are cut augmentation in TC cells also occurs with stimuli deliv-produced by intra-RE interactions (Bal et al. 1995; Destexhe ered to other dorsal thalamic nuclei; and LT augmenting, et al. 1994 ; Huguenard and Prince 1994a; Ulrich and Hudeveloping from postinhibitory rebound bursts, is reduced guenard 1996). Glutamate-induced excitation of local rewhen conditioning pulse trains are applied to brain stem-gions in the perigeniculate part of the RE nuclear complex thalamic activating systems. in ferret slices produces GABA A as well as, in a subset of neurons, GABA B -mediated IPSPs that may reduce or abolish
Decremental and incremental responses of RE cells
LT spike bursts and tonic discharges (Sanchez-Vives et al.
determine two types of augmentation in TC cells
1997; Ulrich and Huguenard 1997) . In view of these data, Sanchez-Vives et al. (1997) suggested that activation of a Low-intensity (generally õ50% of maximal intensity) repetitive volleys to the dorsal thalamus elicited decremental neuronal pool within the interactive GABAergic neurons J821-7 / 9k27$$ap53 04-15-98 12:33:16 neupas LP-Neurophys FIG . 8. Increasing amplitudes of augmenting responses in VL neuron depending on the proximity of various stimulated thalamic sites (CLa, CLp, and LP). Simultaneous recordings of intracellular and field potential activities in VL nucleus. The intracellular responses to 5 stimuli at 10 Hz are expanded (bottom). Graph depicts the depolarization area of the augmented responses (ordinate) to each stimulus in the 5-shock pulse train (abscissa) applied to CLa, CLp, and LP.
would result in the inhibition of neurons surrounding the For higher intensity of repetitive stimuli to the dorsal thalamus, target RE cells displayed incremental, instead of activated focus, with the consequence that a pattern of inhibition surrounded by disinhibition would appear in the related decremental, responses (see Fig. 3 ), as if an enhanced afferent excitatory drive was capable of overwhelming the intrarelay nucleus of the dorsal thalamus. This is in line with a model of intra-RE interactions influencing operations in re-RE inhibitory processes observed at lower intensities. The GABA B -mediated presynaptic inhibition of GABA release lay nuclei of cat (see Fig. 14 in Steriade 1991), a species in which local-circuit GABAergic neurons intrinsic to dorsal in the RE nucleus (Ulrich and Huguenard 1996) also may have the consequence of favoring the prevalence of excitthalamic nuclei may, however, change the sign of RE-to-TC synaptic actions (see further text).
atory signals from the dorsal thalamus at the expense of intra-RE inhibition. Thus, especially when IPSPs in RE neurons are associated with large conductance increases, these IPSPs may shunt excitWe propose that these two response types (decremental and incremental) in RE cells are a major factor in determinatory responses evoked by successive stimuli in the pulse train at 10 Hz, especially if inputs are relatively weak. Another, ing the two modalities (HT and LT) of augmenting responses in target TC cells. The decremental responses in nonexclusive factor underlying the depression phenomenon calls on a presynaptic mechanism. In neocortical neurons, re-RE cells presumably produce a progressive release from inhibition in TC cells, with the consequence of developing petitive activation of excitatory synapses may evoke not only facilitation but also depression (Deisz and Prince 1989; Flei-HT responses occurring at a relatively depolarized level (Jahnsen and Llinás 1984; Steriade and dervish and Gutnick 1995; Thomson 1997; Thomson et al. 1993) , especially at interstimulus intervals ú50 ms.
Timofeev 1997 (Hernández-Peon and Pape 1989) has at least four different circuit is generally not taken into consideration and should be worked out in further experimental and modeling studies. components that have been dissociated by channel blocking agents (Kammermeier and Jones 1997) . On the contrary, It appears that the RE-TC interactions are essential for the production of intrathalamic augmenting responses in dethe incremental responses in RE cells produce a progressive hyperpolarization in target TC cells, with the consequence corticated animals because repetitive stimuli applied to prethalamic (cerebellar or brain stem) pathways, that do not of progressively deinactivating the LT conductance and increasing the postinhibitory rebound bursts. It is known that directly activate RE cells, fail to induce spindle oscillations as well as their experimental counterpart, activation of RE neurons produces both GABA A -and GABA B -mediated IPSPs in TC cells (Huguenard and Prince incremental responses (see Fig. 3 in Timofeev et al. 1996;  also unpublished data). In modeling studies, stimulation of 1994b; Sanchez-Vives and McCormick 1997; Thomson 1988; Warren et al. 1994) . Of course, these relations in only TC cells, without concomitantly driving afferent axons to the RE nucleus, results in only weak or no intrathalamic the simple recurrent inhibitory RE-TC circuit are simplified when GABAergic local-circuit neurons, intrinsic to cat and augmenting, whereas clear-cut intrathalamic augmentation only results when both TC and RE neurons are stimulated primate dorsal thalamic nuclei, are neglected. Although only 10% of RE axon terminals contact local interneurons (Liu (Bazhenov et al. 1997 , 1998 .
Two types of self-sustained oscillatory activities followed et al. 1995), their synaptic weight is not known and their actions ultimately may lead to disinhibition of TC cells. augmenting responses. In either RE or TC cells, spindle-like rhythmic potentials (7-14 Hz), lasting for 1.5-3 s, occurred Indeed, after disconnection from inputs arising in the RE nucleus, TC cells display an increased number of Cl 0 -depen-after repetitive responses elicited by volleys within the spindle frequency range. The self-sustained activity diminished in RE dent IPSPs as if local-circuit inhibitory neurons were released from RE-induced inhibition. The neurons by increasing the number of rhythmic volleys ( elicited augmenting responses in LP neuron leading to self-sustained spindles, followed by CL spindles, and finally by spindle-related spike bursts in RE cell. LP-evoked augmenting response of LP cell is expanded (right, r, spikes truncated). B: spontaneous activity; same arrangement of neurons and field potentials as in the top panel. Intrathalamic propagation path suggested by the LP-evoked potentials in A is supported by analysis of spontaneously occurring spindles. Two spindle sequences are illustrated showing the LP-CL-RE temporal evolution of oscillatory activity. Whereas the LP-cell's spindles were not always seen in intracellular recording, the CL-to-RE relation was constant and is shown by spike-triggered average in which time 0 is the first spike in RE-cell's spindlerelated spike bursts.
cesses (see earlier text). As for the self-sustained spindle oscil-Augmenting responses in TC cells and their blockage by brain stem-thalamic activating systems lations in TC cells, multisite recordings showed their successive appearance in various dorsal thalamic nuclei (Fig. 10) , probaThe fact that the closer the stimulation site, the more bly from activities in reciprocally related relay nuclei and apmarked the augmenting response and the more obvious the propriate sectors of the RE nuclear complex. The other type depolarization leading to HT spike bursts (see Figs. 6-8) of self-sustained oscillation in TC cells was the clock-like delta indicates that one of the main factors in producing the deporhythm. Although this activity can be generated intrinsically larization of TC cells is the afferent thalamic volley eliciting by the interplay of two hyperpolarization-activated currents EPSPs in the target neuron. The fact that augmentation also (McCormick and Pape 1990; Soltesz et al. 1991) , the occurappeared in distant TC cells, by stimulating thalamic nuclei rence of this oscillation after augmenting responses implicates other than those in which impalements were made (see Figs. the progressive activation of related RE neurons, with conse-7-9), suggests that the thalamic inhibitory neurons playing quent hyperpolarization of TC cells, because synaptic volleys the crucial role in the generation of hyperpolarization-reinduced more powerful delta potentials outlasting the stimulabound sequences of augmentation are RE neurons and much tion period than current pulses injected into TC cells (see pulses and LP stimuli in Fig. 7) .
less or not at all local GABAergic cells in various thalamic In control conditions (before and after PPT stimulation), stimulation of CLp (5 shocks at 10 Hz) elicited clear-cut augmenting responses in LP cell, developing from LT rebounds and followed by a self-sustained rebound cycle, whereas immediately after a pulse train to PPT (300 Hz, lasting for 150 ms), incremental LTSs de-inactivated by hyperpolarization were blocked because of the PPT-elicited reduction in hyperpolarizing responses. Three epochs depicted in the top traces (control before the PPT pulse train, effects of PPT stimulation on augmentation, and recovery to control values after the PPT pulse train) are superimposed and expanded (bottom). Arrow head, LT responses (developing from excitatory postsynaptic potentials) evoked in LP cell by the 3rd and 5th stimuli in the train. Fullblown spike-bursts crowning LTSs are expanded at right. CLp stimulation evoked less obvious augmentation in VL neuron.
nuclei. Modeling studies also point to the role played by RE menting responses is seen on awakening in chronically implanted cats (Steriade et al. 1969 ) and during strong arousal neurons in this phenomenon even in the absence of TC cells, as isolated neuronal pools are capable of displaying augmen-in unrestrained rats (Castro-Alamancos and Connors 1996c) . All these data demonstrate that augmenting retation if slightly depolarized, to enhance GABA B IPSPs (Bazhenov et al. 1998) .
sponses are dynamically modulated by behavioral states of vigilance. The LT-type augmenting in TC cells is modulated by the brain stem-thalamic cholinergic system. Stimulation of mesopontine cholinergic nuclei elicits a muscarinic-mediWe thank P. Giguère and D. Drolet for technical assistance. 
